Movie S1. Relative Risk of dengue cases by minimum temperature (°C) for a lag of 90 days, using a "natural cubic B-spline-natural cubic spline" DLNM with a 3 degrees of freedom natural cubic Bspline. The reference median value was 24 °C.
The delta AIC (∆ i ) is a measure of each model relative to the best model (Equation (1)).
where AICi is the AIC value for model i , and min AIC is the AIC value of the best model that is with lowest AIC value. As a guideline, a ∆i < 2 suggests substantial evidence for the model, values between 3 and 7 indicate that the model has considerably less support, whereas a ∆i > 10 indicates that the model is very unlikely [3] . The delta AIC is 11.629, suggesting the model with AIC i is very unlikely to be selected as the best model. Hence, the best model (minimum temperature, rainfall and wind speed) is selected as the Akaike weight is 0.996. Figure S1 . Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelations of residuals for the selected model.
